Gelation of a solution of poly(3-hexylthiophene) greatly retards its crystallization rate in the subsequently cast film.
We compared the crystallization rate of poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) in the film cast from the gel (called "gel-cast film") with that in the film cast from the liquid solution (called "solution-cast film") to understand the effect of solution structure on the structural development in the subsequently cast film of conjugated polymer. P3HT was found to form a homogeneous liquid solution with xylene at elevated temperature. When the freshly prepared semidilute solution was allowed to age at room temperature, the solution transformed into a gel in which a significant amount of nanowhiskers formed. The nanowhiskers in the gel were effectively transferred to the corresponding cast film, while the film cast from the freshly prepared solution only contained a small amount of such a morphological entity. The in situ small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) measurement and thermal analysis revealed that both the cold and melt crystallization of P3HT in the gel-cast film were much slower than those in the solution-cast counterpart. The retardation of crystallization rate in the gel-cast film was attributed to the abundance of the nanowhiskers. In this case, the crystallization of P3HT occurred predominantly within the individual nanowhiskers and the mesh regions in the networks of the whiskers, where their limited sizes in at least one dimension imposed a strong spatial constraint to the crystal growth and chain motion for crystallization.